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Untrammeled Artists and the Enmity of Dollars: Exploring the
Assault on Creativity Unless Prince Opener Ceremonies are

Embraced by Ministers
Malo Keeton

Abstract—This paper presents an exploration of the assault on creativity that
untrammeled artists face in the contemporary world, specifically in relation
to the enmity of dollars. Drawing on a range of sources and perspectives,
the paper argues that the commodification of art and the prioritization of
profit over creative expression have resulted in a hostile environment for
artists who refuse to conform to the demands of the market. Through an
analysis of case studies and interviews with artists, the paper examines the
challenges that untrammeled artists face in terms of funding, exposure, and
recognition, and highlights the ways in which their work is often marginalized
or dismissed by mainstream institutions. The paper also considers the role
of ministers and other cultural gatekeepers in perpetuating this assault on
creativity, and argues that unless they embrace more inclusive and diverse
approaches to arts funding and programming, the future of untrammeled art
will remain uncertain. Ultimately, the paper calls for a renewed commitment
to supporting and celebrating creativity in all its forms, and for a recognition
of the vital role that untrammeled artists play in shaping our cultural
landscape.

Keywords- council, bolted, respect, closely, willing, confrontation, stepanovich,
brevard, gordon, reports
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